LISTENER GUIDE

You’ve Come a Long Way, Baby!
by Mary Kassian (True Woman ’08)
I. Cultural Changes in the Role of Women
“In the past fifty years, women have come a long way, but a long way isn’t
necessarilythe right way or a good way.”
Leave it to Beaver > Mary Tyler Moore > Murphy Brown >Ellen >
Friends > Sex & the City
II. An Overview of Feminism
“Feminism is a distinct philosophy that shook the underpinnings of society in
the early 1960s like a tsunamic earthquake shaking the ocean’s floor.”
It’s the student of history who understands current culture and is
equipped to envision a path for the future, like the men of Issachar
“who _____________ the times and knew what Israel should do.”
(1 Chron. 12:32)
A. The Context: Feminism was birthed in an era of revolution.
Revolution is a fundamental change in _______________________ that
takes place in a relatively short period of time.
DeBeauvoir proposed that a revolution in gender roles also needed to
take place—women were the _______________ class and men were the
ruling class.
To live as full human beings, women needed to demand their
________________, collectively rebel against men, and overthrow all of the
societal structures that men had constructed . . . most specifically, they
needed to deconstruct Judeo-Christian ideas about marriage, motherhood, and __________________________.
B. The Premise: To be happy, woman must claim her right to name
“We (women) need and can trust no other ______________________ than
our own personal truth.” —Betty Friedan
Feminists identified “patriarchy” as the problem. Patriarchy is rule of the
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_____________________. Patriarchy is men having more power than women.
C. The Process: Name Self > Name World > Name God
Feminism says that women ought not to bow and submit to any
_______________________ power.
III. The Message of the Bible
There are basic _________________________ between men and women that
are to be honored as part of God’s design.
Naming is a right that belongs to __________________.
Our Creator names us. He informs us what womanhood is all about.
(Isa. 45:9-12, Rom. 9:20-21, 1 Cor. 11:9,12)
What is the answer to woman’s problem? To her yearning? To her discontent? ______________________ is the solution. Christ alone.
“Naming is a right which belongs to God. It is God who made the earth and
created mankind upon it. We have no right to question the wisdom of His
directives for our behavior.”
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You’ve Come a Long Way, Baby!
by Mary Kassian (True Woman ’08)
I. Cultural Changes in the Role of Women
“In the past fifty years, women have come a long way, but a long way isn’t
necessarily the right way or a good way.”
Leave it to Beaver > Mary Tyler Moore > Murphy Brown >Ellen > Friends >
Sex & the City
II. An Overview of Feminism
“Feminism is a distinct philosophy that shook the underpinnings of society
in the early 1960s like a tsunamic earthquake shaking the ocean’s floor.”
It’s the student of history who understands current culture and is equipped to
envision a path for the future, like the men of Issachar “ who ___understood__
the times and knew what Israel should do.” (1 Chron. 12:32)
A. The Context: Feminism was birthed in an era of revolution.
Revolution is a fundamental change in ______power___________ that
takes place in a relatively short period of time.
DeBeauvoir proposed that a revolution in gender roles also needed to
take place—women were the ___second_______ class and men were the
ruling class.
To live as full human beings, women needed to demand their __demand__,
collectively rebel against men, and overthrow all of the societal structures
that men had constructed . . . most specifically, they needed to deconstruct
Judeo-Christian ideas about marriage, motherhood, and ____morality_.
B. The Premise: To be happy, woman must claim her right to name
“We (women) need and can trust no other _____authority____________
than our own personal truth.” —Betty Friedan
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Feminists identified “patriarchy” as the problem. Patriarchy is rule of the
_____father________. Patriarchy is men having more power than women.
C. The Process: Name Self > Name World > Name God
Feminism says that women ought not to bow and submit to any
__external__ power.
III. The Message of the Bible
There are basic ____differences____ between men and women that are to be
honored as part of God’s design.
Naming is a right that belongs to ___God_________.
Our Creator names us. He informs us what womanhood is all about.
(Isa. 45:9-12, Rom. 9:20-21, 1 Cor. 11:9,12)
What is the answer to woman’s problem? To her yearning? To her discontent?
______Christ_______ is the solution. Christ alone.
“Naming is a right which belongs to God. It is God who made the earth and
created mankind upon it. We have no right to question the wisdom of His
directives for our behavior.”
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